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Quantum computation in brain microtubules: Decoherence and biological feasibility
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The Penrose-Hameroff orchestrated objective reduction~orch. OR! model assigns a cognitive role to quan-
tum computations in microtubules within the neurons of the brain. Despite an apparently ‘‘warm, wet, and
noisy’’ intracellular milieu, the proposal suggests that microtubules avoid environmental decoherence long
enough to reach threshold for ‘‘self-collapse’’~objective reduction! by a quantum gravity mechanism put forth
by Penrose. The model has been criticized as regards the issue of environmental decoherence, and a recent
report by Tegmark finds that microtubules can maintain quantum coherence for only 10213 s, far too short to
be neurophysiologically relevant. Here, we critically examine the decoherence mechanisms likely to dominate
in a biological setting and find that~1! Tegmark’s commentary is not aimed at an existing model in the
literature but rather at a hybrid that replaces the superposed protein conformations of the orch. OR theory with
a soliton in superposition along the microtubule;~2! recalculation after correcting for differences between the
model on which Tegmark bases his calculations and the orch. OR model~superposition separation, charge vs
dipole, dielectric constant! lengthens the decoherence time to 1025–1024 s; ~3! decoherence times on this
order invalidate the assumptions of the derivation and determine the approximation regime considered by
Tegmark to be inappropriate to the orch. OR superposition;~4! Tegmark’s formulation yields decoherence
times that increase with temperature contrary to well-established physical intuitions and the observed behavior
of quantum coherent states;~5! incoherent metabolic energy supplied to the collective dynamics ordering water
in the vicinity of microtubules at a rate exceeding that of decoherence can counter decoherence effects~in the
same way that lasers avoid decoherence at room temperature!; ~6! microtubules are surrounded by a Debye
layer of counterions, which can screen thermal fluctuations, and by an actin gel that might enhance the ordering
of water in bundles of microtubules, further increasing the decoherence-free zone by an order of magnitude
and, if the dependence on the distance between environmental ion and superposed state is accurately reflected
in Tegmark’s calculation, extending decoherence times by three orders of magnitude;~7! topological quantum
computation in microtubules may be error correcting, resistant to decoherence; and~8! the decohering effect of
radiative scatterers on microtubule quantum states is negligible. These considerations bring microtubule deco-
herence into a regime in which quantum gravity could interact with neurophysiology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the conventional biophysical approach to understa
ing cognitive processes, it has been generally accepted
the brain can be modeled, according to the principles of c
sical physics, as a neural network@1–5#. Investigations in
this field have delivered successful implementations of lea
ing and memory along lines inspired by neural architectu
and these have promoted optimism that a sufficiently co
plex artificial neural network would, at least in principl
incur no deficit in reproducing the full spectrum and exte
of the relevant brain processes involved in human cogni
and consciousness.

However, physical effects in the functioning of the ne
vous system, which lie outside the realm of classical phys
suggest that such simulations may ultimately prove insu
cient to the task. One finds ample support for this in
analysis of the sensory organs, the operation of which
quantized at levels varying from the reception of individu
photons by the retina@6,7# to thousands of phonon quanta
the auditory system@8#. Of further interest is the argumen
that synaptic signal transmission has a quantum chara
@9,10#, although the debate on this issue has not been c
1063-651X/2002/65~6!/061901~11!/$20.00 65 0619
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clusive @11#. We note that using the thermal energy at roo
temperature in the position-momentum uncertainty relati
and assuming a 1 Å uncertainty for quantal effects, Be
and Eccles@9# concluded that a particle whose mass is ju
six proton masses would cease to behave quantum mec
cally and become classical for all intents and purposes. T
seems a serious underestimate, based on the de Br
wavelength alone. In any case, it is known that quant
modes of behavior exist in much larger structures, such
peptides, DNA, and proteins@12#. For instance, Roitberg
et al. @13# demonstrated functional protein vibrations that d
pend on quantum effects centered in two hydrophobic p
nylalanine residues, and Tejadaet al. @14# have evidence to
suggest that quantum coherent states exist in the protein
ritin. Finally, new developments in magnetic resonance
aging of the brain demonstrate that induced quantum co
ences of proton spins separated by distances ranging
micrometers to 1 mm are sustained for tens of milliseco
and longer@15–17#. While these unentangled quantum co
plings are not the type of quantum processes that are likel
prove useful in brain function, they nonetheless demonst
that mesoscopic quantum coherence can indeed surviv
the brain’s milieu. Similarly, the aforementioned quantu
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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modes in peptides, DNA, and proteins are not the sta
entangled superpositions required for quantum computat
but show that biology can take advantage of quantum mo
in clever ways.

The inadequacy of classical treatments is further s
gested at the cognitive level, not only as regards lo
standing difficulties related to, for instance, accounts of
mantics @18#, binding @19#, and the neural correlate o
consciousness, but even in the rather modest goal of re
ducing cognitive computational characteristics. Penrose
particular, has argued that human understanding must
volve a noncomputational element@20,21# inaccessible to
simulation on classical neural networks and this might
realized through a biological instantiation of quantu
computation.1 Along these lines, Penrose and Hameroff ha
put forth a specific model@22–24#—orchestrated objective
reduction~orch. OR!—positing quantum computation in m
crotubule protein assemblies in the neurons of the brain.

Microtubules are hollow cylinders whose walls consist
13 columns~protofilaments! of the protein tubulin arranged
in a skewed hexagonal lattice~see Fig. 1!. Along with other
structures, microtubules comprise the internal scaffolding
the ‘‘cytoskeleton’’—in cells including neurons. Determ
nants of both structure and function, cytoskeletal structu
are dynamically active, performing a host of activities inst
mental to cellular organization and intelligence@25#. Earlier
models~see, for instance,@26–32#! proposed classical infor
mation processing among the tubulin ‘‘dimers’’ composi
microtubules—molecular-level automata regulating real-ti
cellular behavior. More recently, arguments have been m

1It has been noted that fundamentally analog mechanisms, b
on continuous rather than traditional discrete~Turing! computation,
might also constitute noncomputation in the relevant sense
equally evade Penrose’s argument. However, the essentially dis
nature of exocytosis implies that no such description can be fra
in terms of the neurochemical basis of synaptic function.

FIG. 1. Immunoelectron micrograph of dendritic microtubul
interconnected by microtubule-associated proteins~MAPs!. Some
microtubules have been sheared, revealing their hollow inner c
Scale bar at lower left represents 100 nm. With permission fr
Hirokawa @79#.
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for quantum computation at the level of individual protei
@33#. In particular, functional protein conformational stat
are mediated by quantum van der Waals~London! forces
@34#, the relevance of which is demonstrated by the mec
nism of action of the general anesthetic gases that revers
ablate consciousness. Anesthetics act by disturbing s
forces in the hydrophobic pockets of various brain prote
@35,36#. Microtubules are thus poised to mediate betwee
tubulin-based quantum computation and the classical fu
tioning of neurons.

The Penrose-Hameroff proposal suggests that cohe
superpositions of tubulin proteins are inherently unstable
subject to self-collapse under a quantum gravitational cr
rion ~Penrose objective reduction or OR!. In the orch. OR
model @22,23#, the phase of quantum superpositio
computation is a preconscious process, and each
collapse event corresponds to an instantaneous ‘‘momen
conscious experience.’’ The mode of collapse, i.e., the fat
proposed superpositions, is a separate issue, the que
here being the duration of microtubule quantum states in
face of environmental decoherence. To have an impact
cognitive processes, microtubule superpositions need to
vive long enough to interact with the brain’s neurophy
ological events, typically in the range of milliseconds to hu
dreds of milliseconds. Calculations indicate th
superpositions of these durations would indeed reach s
collapse by quantum gravity in the context of the bra
@22,23,37,38#. Quantum coherence that persists, or has in
ence over such a neurophysiologically relevant time fram
could regulate neural processes, in a manner accounting
the noncomputational element, by ‘‘orchestrating’’ state ve
tor reductions to perform quantum computation.

According to the orch. OR model, the neuronal cytopla
in which microtubules are embedded alternates betw
phases of~1! isolated quantum superposition/computati
~solid, or gelatinous ‘‘gel,’’ actin polymerization! and ~2!
classical states of input/output communication~liquid solu-
tion or ‘‘sol’’ !. The input to and output from each OR eve
evolve as classical microtubule cellular automata—in
form of patterns of tubulin conformational states—to reg
late synaptic function, membrane activities, and attachm
sites for microtubule-associated proteins~MAPs!. Input from
synaptic activities may be provided by metabotropic rec
tors, which interface between membrane synaptic functi
and the internal cytoskeleton/microtubules. For examp
when the prevalent brain neurotransmitter acetylchol
binds to its postsynaptic receptor, a cascade of activities
sults in the microtubule-associated protein MAP2 decoupl
from microtubules. Woolf@39# has suggested that such d
coupling initiates isolation of quantum states in microtubu
from the membrane and outside environment. MAPs a
interconnect microtubules in bundles, or networks, and
suggested to regulate, or orchestrate, microtubule quan
states prior to OR by their particular attachment sites on
microtubular lattice.

An apparent vulnerability of the orch. OR model an
other models of quantum processes relevant to cognitio
the question of environmental decoherence. Specifically,
environmental decoherence be avoided and quantum su
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QUANTUM COMPUTATION IN BRAIN MICROTUBULES: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 061901
position sustained long enough for the system to re
threshold for OR? In the original orch. OR formulation,
was assumed that decoherence would have to be avoide
periods long enough to be consistent with membrane elec
physiological events, i.e., 1023–100 s. However, it has been
suggested recently@40# that orch. OR events of far briefe
duration may be sufficient. For example, sequences of m
orch. OR events in the range of 1027–1026 s may culmi-
nate in electrophysiological events in the 1022–100 s range.

Recently, Tegmark@41# has responded to this and oth
models of brain function invoking a quantum element
contending that the relevant degrees of freedom cannot
sonably be sufficiently shielded from environmental, a
particularly thermal, influence to maintain quantum super
sitions until self-collapse. It is well known that technologic
quantum devices often require extremely low temperature
avoid decoherence through environmental interaction.
survival of a delicate quantum coherence in the warm, w
and noisy milieu of the brain long enough for quantum co
putation to play a neurophysiological role, therefore, see
unlikely to many observers. Tegmark maintains that ort
dox mechanisms of decoherence would destroy a superp
microtubule-associated quantum state on a time scale o
order of 10213 s, much shorter than that associated w
events, such as neural firings. In the following, we critica
review the assumptions, calculations, and claims that h
been made in order to ascertain whether existing treatm
accurately reflect the potential for quantum computation
the brain.

II. DECOHERENCE RATES

Tegmark considers in his paper@41# two different scales
at which quantum computation might occur in the brain
one involving superpositions of neurons firing and not firi
~with calculated decoherence times of 10220 s), and another
involving microtubules ~calculated decoherence times
10213 s). We agree that superpositions at the level of neu
firing are unlikely, and in fact play no role in the orch. OR
any other contemporary quantum model. In the orch.
approach, neural firings are entirely classical, though t
may be initiated by the outputs of microtubule quantum p
cesses in the neuronal interior. We therefore focus our at
tion on Tegmark’s assertions regarding decoherence time
microtubule-associated quantum superpositions.

Though Tegmark specifically implicates Penrose, his cr
cisms target neither the Penrose-Hameroff orch. OR mod
the only detailed, quantitative model of quantum processe
microtubules with which Penrose is associated—nor
other that is currently or has been under investigation.
remarks appear to be directed against a spuriously quan
version of a classical model, put forth by Sataricet al. @29#,
to treat lossless energy transfer in microtubules in terms
kink solitons traveling along their length.

Tegmark considers a model in which kink soliton so
tions, such as those of Sataricet al. @29#, exist in a quantum
superposition of different positions along the microtubu
The actual orch. OR model, on the other hand, is framed
terms of superpositions of the conformational state of a
06190
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bulin dimer, as illustrated in Fig. 2, in which superpositio
separation occurs at the level of each of the protein’s ato
nuclei. The separated states are coupled to delocaliz
electrons residing in the hydrophobic pocket of the tubu
dimer protein, pointing to a process of conformation
change in the dimer controlled by quantum van der Wa
~London! forces. There is thus a considerable conceptual
parity between this model and that considered by Tegm
Nevertheless, it is equally critical to the actual orch. O
model that the mechanisms of decoherence analyzed do
destroy quantum coherence prematurely, before a quan
gravity-induced self-collapse can come into play. Below,
consider both numerical and theoretical concerns that b
on the results presented by Tegmark.

In the microtubule case, Tegmark determines the time
decoherence,t, due to the long-range electromagnetic infl
ence of an environmental ion to be

t;
4pe0a3AmkT

Nqe
2s

, ~1!

whereT is the temperature,m is the mass of the ionic spe
cies, a is the distance to the ion from the position of th
superposed state,N is the number of elementary charge
comprising that state, ands is the maximal ‘‘separation’’ be-
tween the positions of the tubulin mass in the alternat
geometries of the quantum superposition. Since any dif
ence in the mass distributions of superposed matter st
will impact upon the underlying space-time geometry, su
alternative geometries must presumably be permitted to
cur within the superposition.

A. Superposition separation

Superposition occurs not only at the level of a mass d
tribution separated from itself, but concomitantly at the lev
of the underlying space-time geometry. According to Pe

FIG. 2. Each tubulin dimer composing a microtubule can swi
between two~or more! conformations coupled to van der Waa
~London! forces in the hydrophobic pocket of each. In the orch. O
model, it is posited that tubulin can also exist in a superposition
both conformational states.
1-3
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S. HAGAN, S. R. HAMEROFF, AND J. A. TUSZYN´ SKI PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 061901
rose’s quantum gravitational criterion for objective redu
tion, superpositions involving different space-time geo
etries are considered inherently unstable, with the rate
collapse determined by a measure of difference in the ge
etries. As this measure approaches the order of a Pla
length, it becomes problematic to determine a consis
standard by which to match up points in the superposed
ometries. Yet if the superposed spaces cannot be reso
into one and the same space, then the different matter s
in the superposition must occur in separate spaces and
meaning of superposition in this context becomes obsc
Thus the rate of collapse in Penrose’s suggestion for ob
tive reduction must become significant before the measur
difference in superposed space-time geometries grows to
Planck scale. Since gravitational forces are inherently we
however, the mass distributions of the superposed ma
states can be substantially ‘‘separated’’ before incurring
large measure of difference in the associated space-time
ometries.

Tegmark assumes that this separations must be at least a
large as the diameter of a microtubule,D524 nm, for su-
perpositions spanning many tubulin dimers. This estimat
based on a picture of tubulin dimers literally ‘‘beside the
selves’’ in superposition. However, in the orch. OR theo
the authors contemplate separation only at the level of
individual atomic nuclei of amino acids comprising the pr
tein.

Hameroff and Penrose@42# surveyed three different level
at which separation related to the protein conformatio
state of the tubulin dimers might occur:~1! partial separation
~10%! of protein spheres,~2! complete separation of atomi
nuclei, and~3! complete separation of nucleons. The gra
tational self-energy in each instance is taken to be inver
proportional to the decoherence time according to
energy-time uncertainty relation. In the case of prot
spheres, the energyE for partial separation is obtained from

E5
GM2s2

2r 3 S 12
3s

8r
1

s3

80r 3D , ~2!

whereM is the monomer mass of 55 kDa,r is the radius of
a monomer sphere, ands5 1

10 r is the superposition separa
tion. For complete separations at the level of either ato
nuclei or nucleons, the contribution to the self-energy de
mined in separating the mass distributions to a distanc
one diameter~the contact position in a spherical approxim
tion of the masses! is of the same order as that determined
increasing the separation further, even to infinity, so the c
tribution in moving from coincidence to contact is a go
order of magnitude estimator of the self-energy for compl
separations.

Mass separation of granular arrays of atomic nuclei yie
the highest energies of the three cases, and hence the sh
decoherence times, and it is this level that will thus domin
06190
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in an orchestrated reduction.2 Thus mass separation is e
fected at separations the size of the nucleus, on the orde
femtometers, some seven orders of magnitude smaller
Tegmark’s estimate.

B. Polarization and charge

In his analysis of the polarization associated with the m
crotubule, Tegmark definesp(x) to be the average compo
nent, in the direction parallel to the microtubule axis, of t
electric dipole moment due to the tubulin dimers, a polari
tion function given in units of~charge! 3 ~length!. The sub-
sequent claim that2p8(x) represents the net charge per u
length along the microtubule, cannot then, on dimensio
grounds alone, be well founded. Nevertheless, on this ba
Tegmark integrates over the length of the microtubule acr
the kink to obtain a net charge that incorrectly bears the u
of an electric dipole moment. This, in effect, treats the m
crotubule as a line of uniform charge rather than a polari
line, and this is how he obtains the magnitude of thepolar-
ization function by simply summing thechargeof the ions
arrayed around the microtubule at the level of the kinkli
propagation. The value ofN that figures in his estimate of th
decoherence time is then this sum expressed in units of
electron chargeqe . Aside from the dimensional incongruitie
in this procedure, Tegmark accounts only for the presenc
18 Ca21 ions, bound to the C terminus of the tubulin o
each of 13 protofilaments in a cross section of the micro
bule. This overlooks the negative charges borne by am
acid side groups and numerous other charges associated
tubulin, all of which attract counterions from the surroundi
medium.

Tubulin has been imaged to atomic resolution only with
the last two years, following 20 years of difficult work wit
this protein. Nogaleset al. published the structure ofa- and
b-tubulin, co-crystallized in the heterodimeric form@44#.
The work establishes that the structures ofa andb tubulin
are nearly identical and confirms the consensus specula
A detailed examination shows that each monomer is form
by a core of twob sheets that are surrounded bya helices.
The monomer structure is very compact, but can be divid
into three functional domains: the amino-terminal doma
containing the nucleotide-binding region, an intermediate
main containing the taxol-binding site, and the carbox

2Estimates of the time to self-collapse~decoherence time! due to
such a quantum gravitational mechanism will depend on the n
ber of participating tubulin subunits. For example, calculating en
gies based on a separation at the level of atomic nuclei, a deco
ence time of 500 ms is obtained for 109 participating tubulin, or
about 103 neurons if it is assumed that 10% of the tubulin contain
becomes involved~there are roughly 107 tubulin per neuron@43#!.
For a decoherence time of 25 ms~i.e., for coherent 40 Hz oscilla-
tions!, 231010 tubulin, or about 20 000 neurons, would be i
volved. Orch. OR events with a decoherence time of 1026 s would
involve roughly 1014 tubulin, or about 108 neurons~approximately
0.1%–1% of the entire brain!. A series of such fast orch. OR even
could culminate in membrane depolarization or synaptic transm
sion.
1-4
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QUANTUM COMPUTATION IN BRAIN MICROTUBULES: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 061901
terminal ~C-terminus! domain, which probably constitute
the binding surface for motor proteins@44#.

Recently, tubulin’s electrostatic properties, including
potential energy surface, were calculated@45# with the aid of
the molecular dynamics packageTINKER. This computer pro-
gram serves as a platform for molecular dynamics simu
tions and includes a facility to use protein-specific for
fields. With the C-terminus tail excluded, the electrosta
properties of tubulin are summarized in Table I, followin
Brown @45#.

Since 1 debye5 1
3 310229 C m, we find that the total di-

pole moment is approximately 5.7310227 C m, but only a
fifth of it is oriented along the protofilament axis.3

It turns out that tubulin is quite highly negatively charg
at physiological pH, but that much of the charge is conc
trated on the C-terminus. This is the one portion of the tu
lin dimer which was not imaged by Nogaleset al. @44# due to
its freedom to move following formation of the tubulin shee
This tail of the molecule extends outward away from t
microtubule and into the cytoplasm and has been descr
by Sackett@46#. At neutral pH, the negative charge on th
carboxy terminus causes it to remain extended due to
electrostatic repulsion within the tail. Under more acidic co
ditions, the negative charge of the carboxy-terminal regio
reduced by associated hydrogen ions. The effect is to a
the tail to acquire a more compact form by folding.

Any exposed charge in a cytoplasm will be screened
counterions forming a double layer. The screening dista
provided by these counterions and water is the Debye len
and, in the case of microtubules, its value is typically 0.
1.0 nm under physiological conditions. Due to the expos
of negatively charged amino acids in the C terminus, a D
bye layer is formed as shown in Fig. 3, screening therm
fluctuations due to the stronger Coulomb interactions o
distances within the Debye length.

Ionic forces thus tend to cancel over even relatively sh
distances so that the forces mediating between tubulin an
environment should instead be characterized by dipolar
teractions. This suggests that Tegmark’s derivation of the
coherence time in Eq.~1! should be replaced with one tha

3The x direction coincides with the protofilament axis. Thea
monomer is in the direction of increasingx values, relative to theb
monomer. This is opposite to the usual identification of theb mono-
mer as the ‘‘plus’’ end of the microtubule, but all this identifies
whether the microtubule is pointed towards or away from the
body.

TABLE I. Calculated values of some electrostatic properties
tubulin.

Tubulin property Calculated value

Charge 210qe

Dipole moment 1714 D
Dipole px 337 D
Moment py 21669 D
Components pz 198 D
06190
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characterizes tubulin in terms of its electric dipole mome
thus avoiding the need to make a rather arbitrary cut in
lecting which charges are to be constitutive of the ove
charge of the kinked microtubule and which are to be
glected. Such a modification is accomplished by replac
the Coulomb potential,VCoulomb5q2/4pe0ur12r0u, describ-
ing the interaction of a quantum state of chargeq at r0 and a
similarly charged environmental ion atr1, in favor of a di-
pole potential,Vdipole5qp•(r12r0)/4pe0ur12r0u3, param-
etrized byp, the electric dipole moment due to tubulin of th
kinked microtubule. The interaction is well approximate
for the purposes of an order-of-magnitude estimate, by
dipole potential in the case thata, the distance between th
environmental ion and the superposed state, is greater
the separation of charges in the determination of the elec
dipole moment. This separation will not generally be larg
than the length of a tubulin dimer, 8 nm, whereasa5 1

2 D
1n21/3'14 nm for the same ionic density used by Te
mark,n5hnH2O with h'231024.

As in the Coulomb case of interacting charges, the fo
resulting from the dipole potential contributes only a pha
factor in the evolution of the~reduced! density matrix, traced
over the environmental degrees of freedom. These are
tidal effects that determine the leading contribution to t
rate of decoherence. In terms of the vectora[r1

02r0
0, be-

tween the initial average positions of the environmental
and the polarized quantum state, these tidal effects are g
by the Hessian matrix of second derivatives of the interact
potential

M5
3qp

4pe0a4
@~5ââT2I !~ p̂•â!2~ âp̂T1p̂âT!#. ~3!

Under the same assumptions that give rise to Eq.~1!, the
dipole case yields a decoherence time scale of

t;
4pe0a4AmkT

3qeps
Vdipole, ~4!

where

Vdipole5~5cos2u cos2w24 cosu cosw cosc1cos2u1cos2w

1cos2c!21/2
ll

FIG. 3. Negative charges on the C-terminus tail of the tubu
dimer are screened under physiological conditions by counter
forming a Debye layer around the microtubule, as described
Sackett@46#.
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S. HAGAN, S. R. HAMEROFF, AND J. A. TUSZYN´ SKI PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 061901
is a geometric factor fixed in terms of the angles betweenp,
a, ands,

cosu5â• ŝ,

cosw5p̂•â,

cosc5 ŝ•p̂.

In our calculations,Vdipole is taken to be of order one.4

The calculation of the decoherence time scale in Eq.~4!
can be made more realistic by taking into account the die
tric permittivity of tubulin in cytosol, neglected in the orig
nal calculation. Since the intracellular medium is primar
water, its dielectric constant can be quite high. The prec
value of the permittivity of water is both temperature a
frequency dependent but can be as high ase'80 @47,48#.
Conservatively estimating the dielectric constant of the s
rounding medium bye'10, and using the values given i
Table I for the component of tubulin’s electric dipole m
ment along the microtubule axis, together with the correct
to the separations discussed in Sec. II A, yields a decohe
ence time,t'1025–1024 s, that is already eight or nin
orders of magnitude longer than that suggested by Tegm
and sufficient for orch. OR events in the range of 1026 s.

We also wish to point out that Mavromatos and Nanop
ulos @38# estimated decoherence times for dipolar excitatio
in microtubules. Depending on the set of assumptio
adopted, the value oft obtained ranged from as low a
10210 s using a conformal field theory method to as high
1024 s using a coherent dipole quantum state. For a k
state similar to that discussed by Tegmark, that value is
the order of 1027–1026 s. Table II summarizes the releva
decoherence time scales.

C. Dynamical time scales, shielding and error correction

Given the sizeable discrepancy between these estim
and those of Tegmark, it seems reasonable to reeval
whether the assumptions and conclusions of his calculat
are valid. In particular, the derivation requires that the de
herence time scale should fall far short of any relevant
namical time scale for either the quantum object or the io
environment, if the noninteracting contribution to the Ham
tonian is to be neglected relative to the interaction contri
tion. With the substantially modified decoherence times c
culated above, this assumption is no longer justified, even
Tegmark’s own estimates that place the dynamical time s
for a kinklike excitation traversing a microtubule attdyn'5
31027 s. The results of the derivation thus fail to be co
sistent with its assumptions, and Tegmark’s formulation
the decoherence time must be rejected as inappropriate t
superposition under consideration. Without this crucial

4ThoughVdipole increases without bound as the three vectors,â, p̂,

and ŝ, approach mutual orthogonality, randomly oriented vect
rarely come close enough to satisfying this condition to make
order of magnitude difference in the decoherence time.
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sumption validated, Tegmark’s calculation fails to achie
self-consistency in the approximation regime considered,
must be rejected as inappropriate to the superposition
interest in the orch. OR theory.

Two possible avenues might be envisioned in the fram
work of the orch. OR theory by which to overcome the i
fluence of decoherence due to scattering and tidal effe
such that decoherence by quantum gravitational effe
might play a role. The most obvious solution is to requ
that the shortest decoherence times be those due to qua
gravity. An equally viable approach, however, is to requ
that decoherence due to other mechanisms be effecti
countered by dynamical processes operating on time sc
more rapid than that of the relevant form of decoheren
This is the means by which quantum systems, such as la
maintain quantum coherence against thermal disruption
room temperature. The lasing phenomenon is about a su
of energy that is transformed from incoherent to coher
form, with an attendant reduction in entropy and increase
order. The introduction of nonequilibrium conditions impac
decisively on the conclusions that one might derive fro
calculations of the decoherence rate, which assume that e
librium conditions hold sway. The significance of nonequ
librium situations in addressing phenomena in livin
media—decidedly not in equilibrium—cannot be overstat
Whereas the dynamical time scale for lasers is determine
the rate at which the system is pumped by an incohe
source of energy, appropriate dynamical time scales in
microtubule case might be determined by the character
rates at which incoherent metabolic energy is provided
processes that might counteract decoherence by scatte
such as actin gelation in sol-gel cycles and the ordering
water, both discussed below. Relevant rates could incl
that of GTP hydrolysis~known to control the stability of
microtubules @49,50#!, dephosphorylation of microtubule
associated proteins, and ATP hydrolysis~required for actin
polymerization!.

The transition between the alternating phases of solu
and gelation in cytoplasm depends on the polymerization
actin ~see Fig. 4!, and the particular character of the actin g
in turn depends on actin cross linking. Of the various cro
linker related types of gels, some are viscoelastic, but oth
~e.g., those induced by the actin cross-linker avidin! can be

s
n

TABLE II. Relevant decoherence time scales.

Proposed quantum Calculated
superpositions decoherence tim

Superposition of neural firing
~Tegmark! 10220 s

Soliton superposition
~Tegmark! 10213 s

Orch. OR superpositions
~corrected! 102521024 s

Coherent dipole state@38# 1024 s

of magnitude?
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deformed by an applied force without response@51#. Cycles
of actin gelation can be rapid@52#, and in neurons, have bee
shown to correlate with the release of neurotransmi
vesicles from presynaptic axon terminals@53,54#. In den-
dritic spines, whose synaptic efficacy mediates learn
rapid actin gelation and motility mediate synaptic functio
and are sensitive to anesthetics@55–57#.

In the orch. OR model, actin gelation encases micro
bules during their quantum computation phase. Afterwa
the gel liquifies to an aqueous form suitable for communi
tion between microtubule states and the external envir
ment. Such alternating phases can explain how input fr
and output to, the environment can occur without disturb
quantum isolation.

The water within cells is itself not truly liquid, but ha
been shown to be, to a large extent, ordered@58#. Most of the
ordered water in the cell in fact surrounds the cytoskele
@59#. Neutron diffraction studies indicate several layers
ordered water on such surfaces, with several additional
ers of partially ordered water. Tegmark himself allows th
the dynamical process of ordering water in the vicinity of t
microtubule5 could protect the quantum system from sho
range sources of decoherence, such as the scatterin
nearby molecules.

In fact, there is a long history to the hypothesis that m
roscopic quantum coherence might be supported biologic
by maintaining a supply of energy at a rate exceedin
threshold value@60–62#. The collective effects responsibl
for the ordering of water arise in the context of a supply
metabolic energy@58#. Empirical evidence indicates that, i

5While the point is conceded with respect to the waterinside the
microtubule, Tegmark finds it more contentious as regards the w
outsidethe microtubule, which ‘‘fills the entire cell volume.’’ Geo
metric considerations aside, the mechanism of ordering is inde
dent of whether the water is inside or outside the microtubule,
is only contended for the water closely approaching the micro
bule.

FIG. 4. Immunoelectron micrograph of cytoplasm showing m
crotubules~arrows!, intermediate filaments~arrowheads!, and actin
microfilaments~mf!. A dense actin gel~lower left! completely ob-
scures the microtubules below. Scale bar at upper right repres
500 nm. With permission from Svitkinaet al. @80#.
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the presence of an activation energy approximating
amount required for the formation of a soliton on the micr
tubule ('0.3 eV), the surrounding water can be eas
brought to an electret state@63,64#. Spontaneous breaking o
the dipole rotational symmetry in the interaction of the ele
tric dipole moment of water molecules with the quantiz
electromagnetic field would then give rise to the dipo
wave quanta that are postulated to mediate collective eff
@65–67#.

In the gel phase, the water-ordering surfaces of a mic
tubule are within a few nanometers of actin surfaces that a
order water. Thus bundles of microtubules encased in a
gel may be effectively isolated with the decoherence-f
zonea extending over the radius of the bundle, of the ord
of hundreds of nanometers. If thea dependence of the deco
herence time is accurately reflected in the previously c
rected version~4! of Tegmark’s equation, an order of mag
nitude increase in the decoherence-free zone results in
increase of three orders of magnitude in the decohere
time for the microtubule bundle.

Technological quantum computing is, in general, feasi
because of the use of quantum error correction codes. It
been suggested that error correction may be facilitated
topologies—for instance, toroidal surfaces@68,69#—in
which global, topological degrees of freedom are protec
from local errors and decoherence. Topological quant
computation and error correction have been suggeste
microtubules.6

D. Temperature dependence

An examination of the temperature dependence in the
mulation of decoherence time casts further doubt on the
lidity of the reasoning that led Tegmark to claim an ultr
rapid decoherence rate due to long-range forces. If
adoption of Eq.~1!, even in the modified form, Eq.~4!, were
justified, it would require that the decoherence time be
monotonicallyincreasingfunction of temperature; decohe
ence times would tend to grow as the square root of temp
ture. The apparent implication is that one should expec
find longer-lived quantum coherent states at higher temp
tures, contrary to the intuition from thermodynamics, sta
tical mechanics, and kinetic theory, that increased ther
agitation should have a disruptive effect on the format
and preservation of quantum coherence~at least in thermal
equilibrium, the only paradigm considered in@41#!.

It might be objected that this intuition proceeds from
consideration of the increased impact of ionic and radiat

er

n-
d
-

6The microtubule lattice features a series of helical winding p
terns that repeat on longitudinal protofilaments at 3,5,8,13,21
higher numbers of subunit dimers~tubulins!. These particular wind-
ing patterns~whose repeat intervals match the Fibonacci seri!
define attachment sites of the microtubule-associated prot
~MAPs!, and are found in simulations of self-localized phonon e
citations in microtubules@70#. They suggest topological globa
states in microtubules which may be resistant to local decohere
@71#. Penrose@72# has suggested that the Fibonacci patterns
microtubules may be optimal for error correction.

-

nts
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~see subsequent Sec. II E! scatterers at higher temperature
Since we are investigating tidal influences of long-ran
forces, influences that are not amenable to formulation
terms of scattering states, one might choose to disregard
intuitions. Noting that it is only the shortest decoheren
time, amongst those calculated for competing decohe
processes, that will be observable, it might be argued th
counterintuitive temperature dependence in the decoher
rate due to a particular process would remain invisible if t
rate were not the fastest. For instance, if the decohere
rate,Rs due to a species of scatterers beat the decoher
rateRd , due to the tidal influence of distant ions, we wou
have no physical indication of the temperature dependenc
Rd . While this allows us to preserve our physical intuition
it defeats the purpose of calculatingRd . In @41#, Rd is cal-
culated because it is expected to be the dominant rate g
that Rs is suppressed by the ordering of water near micro
bules.

Nevertheless, it might be contended thatRd dominates
decoherence only within a range of temperatures that d
not include very low temperatures—where our experie
with quantum coherent states argues against the counteri
tive temperature dependence in Eq.~1!—and also does no
include very high temperatures, where thermal consid
ations must eventually reassert themselves over other eff
This could only be maintained, however, if the temperat
dependence inRd were not monotonic and increasing with
out bound in the low temperature limit~as is Tegmark’s!. In
that case,Rd would eventually overtakeRs as temperature
decreases, with the result that we would not observe
longest-lived quantum superpositions at the lowest temp
ture. Further, it does not seem possible, in order to esc
this conclusion, to claim that the temperature dependenc
Rs is also counterintuitive since this is precisely the case
which we must expect the strictures of thermodynamics
statistical mechanics to be binding. It should be noted in
context that even the formulas derived in@41# to account for
the effect of scattering determine decoherence times tha
crease with increasing temperature, rather than decreas

Tegmark’s Eq. ~1! suggests that low temperatures,
which decohering environmental interactions presuma
have the least impact, are deemed most inhospitable to q
tum coherence, contrary to experience. Though the equa
is formulated to be valid at room temperature, the sta
assumptions appear to remain valid in the low tempera
limit. Both object and environment should be well localiz
in this limit and, unless it is imagined that the dynamic
time scale goes to zero in the low temperature limit ev
more rapidly than the decoherence scale—entailing a
namical rate that increases without bound as absolute ze
approached—the requirement that the decoherence s
must lie well below the dynamical scale is also met. A
counting for the temperature dependence implicit ina, which
must decrease to a minimum in the absence of thermal
tation, only exacerbates the counterintuitive trend.

While the equations derived in@41# in the case of ion-ion
and ion-water scattering do not exhibit the expected temp
ture dependence over the range of temperatures in w
they are deemed valid, it may be possible to recover
06190
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appropriate dependence in the low temperature limit. T
approximation regime valid at room temperature will n
longer be appropriate in the low temperature limit since
de Broglie wavelengthl of the scatterer is no longer ex
pected to be much smaller than the superposition separa
s of the quantum state. Making the alternate approximati
s!l, which should be valid at sufficiently low temperature
the ion-water scattering case recovers the intuitive temp
ture dependence, but the ion-ion scattering case does
suggesting that the problems in the derivation lie deep
Even in the ion-water case, adjusting the approximation
gime relieves the counterintuitive temperature depende
only at temperatures near absolute zero. Moreover, in
case of interest here—that of decoherence due to tidal in
ences of long-range forces—there is no analogous appr
mation to adjust at low temperatures.

Regardless of any deviations from the predicted trend
might mitigate the failure of the low temperature limit in th
neighborhood of absolute zero, the functional dependenc
the decoherence time, across the range of temperature
which the calculation is deemed valid~and in particular at
room temperature!, runs contrary to the expectation that th
onset of decoherence should, in general, be more rapi
higher temperatures.

E. Other mechanisms of decoherence

Since any process that irreversibly conveys a flow of
formation from the system to the environment acts as
source of decoherence, our remarks concerning the thre
decoherence through the tidal effects of long-range forc
while addressing an important source of decoherence, cle
do not exhaust the potential for disruptive environmental
fluence. In particular, we would like to have some quanti
tive estimate of the decoherence time associated with u
uitous radiative scatterers.

A decoherence formalism for apparent wave function c
lapse due to scattering has been developed in@73#, and is
summarily reviewed below. The treatment adopts the
sumption that the interaction between the system and s
terer can be treated as approximately instantaneous rel
to the dynamical time scales of the Hamiltonian govern
the evolution of the system. Note that in this approximatio
it is these interaction times~this might be given by the transi
time of the scatterer through the system!, not decoherence
times, that are presumed short in comparison to dynam
times, and hence this is not the same approximation wh
validity was questioned in Sec. II C.

The change in the density matrixr for the system and
scatterer together is given in terms of a transition matrixT by
r→r85TrT†. If T conserves energy and momentum, th
the transition matrix element has the form

^p8k8uTupk&5d~p81k82p2k!apk~p82p!, ~5!

where upk& denotes the state in which the system has m
mentump and the scatterer has momentumk, and apk(p8
2p) is the probability amplitude for a momentum transfer
the system ofp82p. If the velocity of the incident scattere
is much greater than the spread of velocities in the den
1-8
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matrix ~which will generally be the case for the types
scatterers to be considered subsequently!, the probability am-
plitude can be treated as independent ofp. With the further
assumption that the incident particle is in a moment
eigenstate or an incoherent mixture of momentum eig
states, it is shown in@73# that the effect of such a scatterin
event on the density matrix is

r~x,x8!→r8~x,x8!5r~x,x8!P̂~x82x!, ~6!

whereP̂(x82x) is the Fourier transform of

P~p82p!5E uak~p82p!u2m~k!d3k, ~7!

representing an incoherent superposition of plane waves
momentum probability distributionm(k). A generic aniso-
tropic spectrumm(k) will result in radiation pressure, itself
potential source of decoherence@74#. Forces due to radiation
pressure, however, are in general significantly weaker t
those due to scattering and are unlikely to yield a faster
of decoherence. Consideration is thus limited to an isotro
spectrum,

m~k!5l0n~l0k!/4pk2, ~8!

wherek5uku, l0 is a characteristic wavelength andn is a
probability distribution over the real line. In particular, w
will be interested in the Planck distribution

n~x!5
1

2z~3!

x2

ex21
~9!

for radiative scatterers in ambient visible light, in the flux
thermal radiation from our surroundings, and in the cosm
microwave background radiation, spectra corresponding
blackbody temperatures of 5800 K, 300 K, and 2.7
respectively.

With a flux F of scatterers and a total cross sections the
incidence of scattering events is governed by a Poisson
tribution with intensity,L5sF. If it were scattering pro-
cesses alone that evolved the density matrix, it would thu
subject to

ṙ~x,x8,t !52L„12 P̂~s!…r~x,x8,t !, ~10!

where we have defineds5x82x. If the time scale given by
L21 is short compared to all the dynamical time scales in
system Hamiltonian, this is approximately the case that p
vails. The solution to Eq.~10!,

r~x,x8,t !5r~x,x8,t0!e2Lt„12 P̂(s)…, ~11!

will then adequately capture the behavior of the density m
trix for the short times over which the usual Schro¨dinger
evolution can be neglected.

In the isotropic case, the mean of the distribution,P̂(s),
vanishes and the covariance matrix is proportional to
identity matrix,Si j 5vd i j with the constant of proportionality
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given by the variancev. This allows us to make the follow
ing Gaussian approximation in the solution above:

r~x,x8,t !'r~x,x8,t0!exp@2Lt~12e2s2/2leff
2

!#, ~12!

wheres5usu is the superposition separation of Sec. II A, a
leff51/Av is given by

leff5
l0

A2g9~0!^x2&
. ~13!

Here,^x2&54!z(5)/2!z(3), denotes the expectation value
x2 over the Planck distributionn(x), and the function

g~x!5
sinx

x E
0

2pE
21

1

eıxuf ~arccosu,w!dudw ~14!

results from the Fourier integral inP̂(s) over the momentum
probability distribution in Eq.~8!, such that

P̂~s!5E
0

`

gS ws

l0
D n~w!dw. ~15!

The differential cross sectionf (u,w) in Eq. ~14! has been
normalized so as to integrate to 1. In the case ofs-wave
scattering, appropriate for treating opaque systems m
larger than the wavelength of the scattering photo
f (u,w)51/4p, sog(x)5sin2x/x2 andg9(0)522/3. Accord-
ing to Eq.~13!, one then calculatesleff50.381l0. In the case
of photons scattering from dielectric spheres much sma
than the wavelength of the photons, the appropriate norm
ized differential cross section@75# is f (u,w)53(1
1cos2u)/16p, which determines

g~x!5
3sinx

2x3 S cosx1~x221!
sinx

x D , ~16!

andg9(0)5211/15. The effective wavelength in this case
thenleff50.363l0.

In the near-diagonal approximation appropriate whens
!leff , the solution in Eq.~12! reduces to

r~x,x8,t !'r~x,x8,t0!exp~2Ls2t/2leff
2 !, ~17!

which identifies the decoherence time as

t;
leff

2

Ls2
. ~18!

Table III summarizes estimates, adapted from@73#, for L, F,
and leff for each of the scattering sources under consid
ation, and gives values oft calculated on the basis of Eq
~18!. For L and t the results are expressed over a ran
extending from the case of a single electron in superposi
to that of a mote 10mm in size. The cross sections for
interaction with an electron is estimated at roughly
310229 m2, and for interaction with a 10mm mote at 5
310210 m2. Even in the case of a superposed system
1-9
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large as 10mm, decoherence times due to radiative scat
ers are substantially longer than those postulated to re
from the effects of quantum gravity in the orch. OR theory
result attributable to the fact that the superposition separa
is so small. The decohering effect of radiative scatterers t
does not appear to pose a significant threat to the prop
mechanism.

III. OUTLOOK

Among the many features of brain function not curren
understood, subjectivity remains the most problematic, m
tivating both classical and quantum explanations. Quan
approaches, in particular the orch. OR model in micro
bules, are potentially able to account for features like
unified nature of conscious experience and subjectivity@76–
78#, but are based on speculative quantum level activi
and appear on the surface to suffer from a decohere
problem.

The mechanisms of decoherence discussed here, how
fail to rule out biologically instantiated quantum coheren
of the sort envisioned in the orch. OR hypothesis, parti

TABLE III. Characteristic values, adapted from@73#, for several
scattering processes. Decoherence times are quoted in the
diagonal approximationt5leff

2 /Ls2 appropriate to the superpos
tion separations,s, given in Sec. II A.

Ambient 300 K Cosmic
visible light photons microwaves

L (s21) Electron 531028 531026 5310212

10 mm mote 531011 531013 53107

F (m22 s21) 1021 1023 1017

leff ~m! 931027 231025 231023

t ~s! Electron 1025 1026 1036

10 mm mote 106 107 1017
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larly when proposed biological mechanisms of coher
pumping, screening, and quantum error correction are c
sidered. When appropriately revised, both theoretically a
numerically, decoherence times due to the tidal influence
Coulomb forces appear to be in line with the relevant d
namical times, in the range 1025–1024 s, in accord with
biological phenomena. These revisions place the microtub
decoherence time in a range invalidating Tegmark’s assu
tion that the decoherence time scale is much shorter t
relevant physiological dynamical time scales, and sugg
that the approximation scheme used is inappropriate to
superposition under consideration. Further, the tempera
dependence of Tegmark’s formulation fails to confirm, in t
case of both tidal influences of Coulomb forces and decoh
ence due to scattering, the intuition that increased ther
disruption should have a deleterious effect on the format
and maintenance of quantum coherent states. These i
tions are expected to be particularly robust in thermal eq
librium, which is the context that Tegmark considers. Co
sideration of other mechanisms of decoherence, such as
due to radiative scattering, indicate that these play no rol
the determination of the decoherence rate. Thus the issu
organized quantum processes in the brain remains open
subject to experimental verification, an indication that the
is cause for optimism that some of the enigmatic features
the cognitive processes occurring in consciousness migh
be understood in a quantum theoretical framework.
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